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ABSTRACT
We present a photometric investigation into recent star formation in galaxy clusters at z ∼ 0.1.
We use spectral energy distribution templates to quantify recent star formation in large X-
ray-selected clusters from the LARCS survey using matched GALEX near-ultraviolet (NUV)
photometry. These clusters all have signs of red sequence galaxy recent star formation (as
indicated by the blue NUV − R colour), regardless of the cluster morphology and size. A trend
in environment is found for these galaxies, such that they prefer to occupy low-density, high-
cluster-radius environments. The morphology of these UV-bright galaxies suggests that they
are in fact red spirals, which we confirm with light profiles and Galaxy Zoo voting percentages
as morphological proxies. These UV-bright galaxies are therefore seen to be either truncated
spiral galaxies, caught by ram pressure infalling into the cluster, or high-mass spirals, with the
photometry dominated by the older stellar population.
Key words: galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies: evo-
lution – galaxies: stellar content – ultraviolet: galaxies.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The stellar populations of galaxies are reflected in their colours
and magnitudes. Morphologically elliptical and lenticular (hence-
forth called early-type) galaxies are generally passively evolving
red and dead galaxies, with optical colours tightly constrained to a
red sequence (Faber 1973; Visvanathan & Sandage 1977). This red
sequence is seen to be a universal property of clusters, showing a
tight relation with a small scatter due to metallicity and age effects
(Bower, Lucey & Ellis 1992; Kodama et al. 1998). Morphologically
spiral (or late-type) galaxies, however, are blue, star forming and
are generally found in a large scattered blue cloud below the red se-
quence relation on the colour–magnitude diagram. While there are
galaxy populations of optically red spirals (e.g. Wolf et al. 2009;
Masters et al. 2010), and blue ellipticals (Schawinski et al. 2009;
Huertas-Company et al. 2010; McIntosh et al. 2013), the optically
defined red sequence will recover the majority of morphologically
elliptical (early-type) galaxies in a cluster.
The colour–magnitude relationship is less tight if one looks into
the near-ultraviolet (NUV) (∼2250 Å), with high amounts of scat-
ter in the NUV − r and NUV − J colour–magnitude relations
for red sequence galaxies (Yi et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2007;
Rawle et al. 2008). There are many galaxies within this UV colour–
magnitude relation that show a ‘high UV excess’, despite passive
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optical colours (MacLaren, Ellis & Couch 1988). These UV ‘blue’
galaxies are believed to show signs of recent (∼1 Gyr) low-level
(∼1 per cent of the stellar mass) star formation (Yi et al. 2005;
see also Schawinski et al. 2007; Salim et al. 2012; McIntosh et al.
2013). Moreover, this star formation appears exclusively in fast-
rotating systems as noted by the SAURON survey (Shapiro et al.
2010).
Recent star formation (RSF) has been suggested as observational
evidence for a ‘frosted’ population of young stars in stellar popula-
tion modelling (Trager et al. 2000). These models predict a second
burst of young stars, forming much later than the large initial parent
population, improving the agreement of these models to observa-
tions (Trager et al. 2000). These two burst models are best described
by the presence of a burst 1 Gyr ago, with mass fractions between 1
and 10 per cent (Ferreras & Silk 2000; Serra & Trager 2007). The
frosted models also significantly improve the existing stellar pop-
ulation models by explaining the observed excess UV flux (Rawle
et al. 2008).
The frosted model of star formation, with high UV flux from
young stars, is believed to occur following a recent minor or major
merger. Many of the UV-bright galaxies have been known to have
disturbed, and even spiral morphologies, compared to the their pas-
sive red galaxy counterparts (Yi et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2011).
Frosted models have been used in modelling the stellar populations
of mergers, with small amounts of young stars supporting the argu-
ment of mostly ‘dry’, gasless mergers, compared to a star formation
inducing ‘wet”, gas-rich merger (Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2009).
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Little evidence has been found for other mechanisms to cause this
RSF, with no trend in density or cluster environment (Schawinski
et al. 2007; Yi et al. 2011).
Alternatively, these ‘RSF’ galaxies could be an example of disc
galaxies that have been recently truncated by an external source
(for UV in red spirals see Smail et al. 1998; Moran et al. 2007).
This truncation of star formation can change the optical colours of a
galaxy, but leave the morphology intact (Masters et al. 2010). These
galaxies are generally large spirals (log10M ∼ 1010), with lower star
formation rates compared to blue spirals of the same mass (Wolf
et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2010). Red spiral galaxies show significant
differences in star formation within 500 Myr but maintain similar
amounts of RSF, suggesting these galaxies to have been truncated
blue spirals (Tojeiro et al. 2013). Other evidence suggests that these
red spirals are still forming stars, but are optically red due to their
mass – the specific star formation rate has decreased without a
truncation (Cortese 2013). In this scenario, the UV will still probe
the RSF at a residual level, as these galaxies are simply dominated by
their large older stellar population due to their large mass (Cortese
2013). This population may harbour high UV flux, as a possible
cause of UV scatter on the colour–magnitude plane.
One major alternative for this UV excess is older stars with a
UV-upturn effect. This upturn in UV is currently believed to be
caused by high-metallicity low-envelope mass, horizontal branch
stars (Code & Welch 1979; Burstein et al. 1988; Greggio & Renzini
1990; see O’Connell 1999, for a review). This UV-upturn process
is thought to be caused by extra helium within these stars, forcing
faster burning of the hydrogen envelope, causing extra mass-loss
and increasing the rest-frame far-UV (FUV) flux (Yi et al. 1997).
Models of the UV-upturn helium enrichment include effects with
helium sedimentation within the galaxies’ parent cluster, where the
intracluster medium is not homogeneously dispersed, but with he-
lium and metals falling to the centre of the gravitational well (Peng
& Nagai 2009). Other scenarios involve various binary interactions
and the creation of hot subdwarfs that can reproduce the effects of
the UV upturn (Han, Podsiadlowski & Lynas-Gray 2007). Interfer-
ence from the UV upturn from the rest-frame 1550 Å into the NUV,
a ‘leaking’ of UV-upturn flux, has been explored as an alternative
origin of these UV-bright sources (Smith, Lucey & Carter 2011).
This can blur the difference between the residual star formation
within a galaxy, and older population contributions. While these do
not impair results at earlier epochs (Kaviraj et al. 2011), care needs
to be taken to define limits of older stellar population contamination
in low-redshift ellipticals (Kaviraj et al. 2007).
In this study, we aim to determine and explore the origin of UV-
bright galaxies in large galaxy cluster environments, separating the
role of young and old stellar populations in UV flux, as well as deter-
mining the mechanism for blue UV colour in red sequence galaxies.
Galaxy clusters are an ideal laboratory for studying the effects of
galaxy interactions, with many forms of interactions (both between
galaxies and with the cluster medium) able to change galaxies’
stellar populations and morphology. While previous studies have
suggested the presence of widespread RSF in clusters (e.g. Rawle
et al. 2008), or have investigated the density and radial profiles of
RSF (Schawinski et al. 2007; Yi et al. 2011), this is the first study to
investigate the effect of cluster environment for these NUV-bright
sources. In this work, we aim to determine the mechanisms and con-
ditions suitable for either RSF or UV-upturn stars from UV-bright
sources. To this end, we use several large X-ray-selected clusters
from the optical LARCS data set (Pimbblet et al. 2001, 2002, 2006),
with known red sequence information, in conjunction with GALEX
NUV data (Martin et al. 2005).
In Section 2, we outline the data and reduction processes used,
including photometric background subtraction and red sequence
fitting. Section 3 details our definitions of ‘UV bright’ galaxies,
and derives UV-bright fractions for each individual cluster and for
a composite sample. We further investigate the properties of these
UV-bright red sequence galaxies in Section 4, focusing on the role
of density and cluster radius as a metric for galaxy environment. The
physical nature of these galaxies is investigated in Section 5, looking
at the morphologies and light curves of the UV-bright population.
We discuss potential mechanisms and causes for these UV-bright
galaxies in Section 6, before summarizing our main findings in
Section 7. Throughout this work, we assume a standard cosmology
with values of H0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1 and v = 0.23.
2 SA MPLE
2.1 Las Campanas/AAT Rich Cluster Survey
The Las Campanas/AAT Rich Cluster Survey (LARCS; Pimbblet
et al. 2001) consists of panoramic (∼2◦ diameter fields; roughly,
∼10 Mpc radii at a typical cluster redshift) high-quality spatial
resolution in the B and R bands (sourced from the 1m Swope
Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory) of X-ray-selected bright
(LX > 5 × 1044 erg s−1) galaxy clusters, thus largely eliminating
aperture bias. Pimbblet et al. (2001) give the detail of the observa-
tions, reduction and analysis of this optical imaging and we sum-
marize the global parameters of the clusters used in this work in
Table 1. Here, we note that the B − R colours derived from these
images use 4 arcsec apertures which corresponds to ∼10 kpc at the
typical redshift of these galaxy clusters. The LARCS photometric
zero-points are tied to Landolt (1992) standards and the final pho-
tometric accuracy is better than 0.03 mag and the catalogues are at
least 80 per cent complete at a depth of B ∼ 23 and R ∼ 22. The
galaxy–star separation techniques are analogous to Pimbblet et al.
(2001), taking into account a full width half-maximum (FWHM) to
cut out compact sources, in conjunction with SEXTRACTOR’s in-built
neural network based star classifier, Class_star, or P(*). Taking the
FWHM > 2 and P(∗) < 0.5, we can eliminate most stellar sources,
with a misclassification rate of <3 per cent (Pimbblet et al. 2001).
2.2 GALEX
We complement the optical data with UV data from the GALEX
General Release 6, taking tiles of matching position to each cluster
from the all sky survey (AIS) as well as limited overlapping re-
gions from the medium imaging survey (MIS) (Martin et al. 2005).
The GALEX satellite provides high-quality 1.◦2 field NUV imag-
ing (1750–2750 Å) down to a magnitude of 20.5 (AB) in the AIS,
and 23.5 in the MIS (Martin et al. 2005; Fig. 1). These images are
resolved with an FWHM of 5.6 arcsec. The use of two different
exposure times of the two surveys (0.1 ks for the AIS and 1.5 ks for
the MIS; Martin et al. 2005) can potentially cause an exposure bias
in finding NUV-bright galaxies. To limit any bias between clusters,
we force a limit on the MIS data at an upper bound magnitude of
23, to match the limiting magnitude in our sample of AIS objects.
In the subsequent work, we utilize the full field of view of GALEX
to work with. However, Morrissey et al. (2007) note that the outer
∼5 per cent of the fields have both poorer astrometric solutions and
NUV photometric zero-points compared to the central region (cf.
Drinkwater et al. 2010). Excluding detections at these large radii
only affects three sources, and does not affect the results presented
in the subsequent work. Taking a more conservative 1.◦15 field of
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Table 1. The sample of clusters used in this work. The velocity data are sourced from Pimbblet
et al. (2006). The coordinates specify the X-ray centre of the cluster. The X-ray luminosities (LX)
are sourced from the Base de Done´es Amas de Galaxies X (BAX; webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/bax; Sadat
et al. 2004). The virial radius (Rvirial) is computed following Carlberg, Yee & Ellingson (1997) via
Rvirial ∼ r200 ∼
√
3σz
10H (z) , where H (z)2 = H 20 (1 + z)2(1 + 0z).
Name RA Dec. LX cz σ cz Rvirial
(J2000) (J2000) (× 1044 erg s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (Mpc)
Abell 22 00:20:38.64 −25:43:19 5.31 42 676 ± 98 806+80−62 2.3
Abell 1084 10:44:30.72 −07:05:02 7.06 39 762 ± 64 712+50−42 2.0
Abell 1650 12:58:41.76 −1:45:22 7.81 25 134 ± 55 795+42−36 2.4
Abell 1664 13:03:44.16 −24:15:22 5.36 38 468 ± 96 1069+75−62 3.1
Abell 2055 15:18:41.28 06:12:40 4.78 30568 ± 101 1046+80−65 3.1
Figure 1. Sources in the region of Abell 1650 from the GALEX NUV (red)
and LARCS optical (black). The different survey densities are apparent in
the GALEX imaging, with varied depths. This was corrected by introducing
a limiting magnitude in the NUV.
view, we eliminate the outermost 16 sources from our sample. This
also has no significant effect on both the cluster radius and the
density relations discussed below.
2.3 Early-type selection and background correction
In order to determine the environment of these UV-bright cluster
galaxies, it is imperative to eliminate foreground/background inter-
lopers from the cluster. In the absence of velocity measurements, this
process becomes non-trivial. Pimbblet et al. (2002) detail a robust
statistical method of background subtraction that has been repeated
throughout the literature for different applications (Urquhart et al.
2010; Valentinuzzi et al. 2011; Pimbblet & Couch 2012). Here, we
summarize the key details of this correction.
In this method, galaxy sources are taken from a region outside
each cluster, where sources are labelled as ‘field’ In this study, the
large panoramic view from the LARCS images allows the outer
edges of each cluster sample to be used as ‘field’ points. Galaxy
sources within each uncorrected cluster (denoted cluster+field) are
binned in a 10 × 10 grid overlaid on a B − R (optical) colour–
magnitude relation, and similarly for the combined outer regions of
the LARCS images (denoted by field). From this the probabilities
of galaxies being cluster members are calculated via the equation
P (cluster) = N (cluster + field) − A × N (field)
N (cluster + field) , (1)
where A is a scaling value to account for the difference in area
between the source radius and the background. Using randomly
generated numbers, each individual galaxy is then included or ex-
cluded based on this probability, and repeated over 100 trials in a
Monte Carlo fashion, to generate a field-corrected sample.
The difficulty of this process arises when a binned section of the
background is larger than the corresponding cluster bin, creating a
negative probability for a cluster galaxy. To avoid this problem, an
adaptive bin size is employed, whereby any square with a ‘negative
galaxy’ problem has the bin size increased to include the adjacent
bins. This makes a 2 × 2 size bin from which deduction is recom-
puted, without the negative square.
We use definitions from Pimbblet et al. (2002) to determine the
red sequence, where a biweight fit was used to suggest the ap-
propriate locus on the optical colour–magnitude diagram from the
statistically corrected sample in each cluster. The 1σ uncertainties
arise from uncertainties of 100 trials of the statistical correction
described above. We note a caveat in this method of determining
the red sequence, where the fit used from Pimbblet et al. (2002)
is derived from the red sequence fit of the inner 1 Mpc of each
cluster. This study found the red sequence becomes progressively
more blue with increasing radius, in line with the morphology–
density relationship (Dressler 1980). This method therefore may
not encompass only the morphological early-type galaxies, with a
fluctuation of the red sequence in each cluster. We note, however,
that this fit becomes a conservative measure of the most optically
red objects in these clusters, even to high radii. While we do not
allow for more optically blue elliptical galaxies farther out in the
cluster, we force objects are the most optically passive to be used
throughout. This makes our sample less likely to have interference
from spirals at higher radii. We also note the necessity of using a
previous definition for a red sequence in preventing any bias from a
UV-limited sample. Redefining a red sequence using similar meth-
ods to make a colour–magnitude relation of a UV-luminous sample
may in fact cause the baseline of the sample to favour optically blue
objects.
3 U V-B R I G H T G A L A X I E S
In this section, we use NUV − R colour–magnitude diagrams to
investigate the presence of UV-bright red sequence galaxies. We
analyse the validity of thresholds for UV-bright galaxies from previ-
ous works, and use methods to determine the amount of UV-bright
galaxies in each cluster. The colour–magnitude diagrams use the
NUV − R colour, for best overlap with previous works (Kaviraj
et al. 2007).
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Figure 2. Relative spectra of three template galaxies, NGC 4125 (red), 4552 (blue) and 5195 (magenta). The spectra of NGC 5195, the post-starburst galaxy,
closely matches that of the passive elliptical (NGC 4125) in the range 3000–7000 Å, but then changes to match the UV-upturn galaxy NGC 4552 at <2500 Å.
The filters for NUV and R (dotted lines respectively) denote the relative positions and strengths of the filters used.
3.1 Spectral energy distribution fitting
This study will look at the NUV colours of ‘UV-bright’ galaxies in
clusters. However, the threshold for UV bright is not formally de-
fined. These studies have used flux limits (Yi et al. 2005) and colour
cuts based on UV-upturn samples (Kaviraj et al. 2007; Jeong et al.
2009). Previous studies have used a reference UV-upturn galaxy,
NGC 4552, reported as one of the strongest known UV-upturn
galaxies, as a reference threshold (Kaviraj et al. 2007; Schawinski
et al. 2007; Jeong et al. 2009).
In order to accurately separate populations of UV-bright galaxies,
we test existing definitions of these studies and include several
reference galaxies for a UV threshold. We employ spectral energy
distribution (SED) templates from Brown et al. (in preparation)
to test the UV properties of idealized galaxy types. By creating
synthetic colours in the the UV and R bands, we can compare the
NUV − R colours to previously defined thresholds and determine
the most suitable. Filter transmission curves in the FUV, NUV
and R bands are taken and the flux of each galaxy spectrum is
integrated over these curves. This allowed an ideal flux in each
hypothetical filter allowing the FUV − NUV and NUV − R colours
to be calculated (Fig. 2). Using these colours, the UV properties of
these known galaxies formed a diagnostic, to test the thresholds of
quiescent, UV-excess and post-starburst populations’ UV colours.
Six SED templates are used to test the validity of the UV thresh-
old (Table 2). These included two previously known post-starburst
galaxies (NGC 5195 and 7331), two elliptical galaxies (NGC 0584
and 4125) and two UV-upturn galaxies (NGC 4552 and 4889).
While the post-starburst galaxies are known from the previous lit-
Table 2. Synthetic colours from spectral templates from Brown
et al. (in preparation). Galaxies with older stellar populations fall
above a value of NUV − r = 5.4 for a redshift of 0.1, strengthening
the use of 5.4 as an RSF threshold (Kaviraj et al. 2007).
#NGC Class FUV − NUV NUV − R Abs(R)
0584 Passive 0.82 6.57 −21.50
4125 Passive 1.07 6.53 −22.94
4552 UV upturn 0.29 5.89 −22.59
4889 UV upturn 0.38 5.93 −24.37
5195 Post-starburst 0.57 5.39 −21.09
7331 Post-starburst 0.87 4.85 −23.09
erature, the UV-upturn SEDs are chosen based on an FUV − NUV
criterion from Yi et al. (2011), where FUV − NUV < 0.9 is con-
sidered to be significantly blue to be UV upturn.
We note that although our templates include fair representations
of elliptical and UV-upturn galaxies, the post-starburst templates do
not come from homogenous hubble types. NGC 5195 is a dwarf
elliptical, in a current merger with NGC 5194 (Kohno et al. 2002),
while NGC 7331 is known to be a spiral galaxy, with a recent
starburst (Tosaki & Shioya 1997). While these are not RSF in clas-
sical ellipticals, the use of these different sources provides a bench-
mark for a variety of morphologies and merger histories. Fig. 3
shows the template SED colour against the NUV − R red sequence
galaxies.
This shows that galaxies with older stellar populations (the qui-
escent ellipticals and UV-upturn galaxies) do not fall below the RSF
threshold given in Kaviraj et al. (2007) of NUV − r = 5.4. Galax-
ies previously known to be in a post-starburst phase, however, do
appear to fall on or below the line at a redshift of 0.1. The threshold
of Jeong et al. (2009) of NUV − R = 5.0 does not encompass both
the post-starburst galaxies. To test for invariance, both definitions
used to compare the radial and density profiles (see Section 4). The
threshold for RSF is set to bluewards of NUV − R = 5.4 throughout,
unless otherwise noted.
3.2 Recent star formation in clusters
Using the NUV − R threshold described in Section 3.1, fractions of
galaxies deemed to contain high UV, or have RSF, are computed for
100 realizations of the statistical background correction. All galax-
ies with null detections in the NUV band are assumed to belong to
the passively evolving galaxies. The fractions for each of the five
clusters are taken, with 1σ uncertainties from the statistical back-
ground uncertainties, from Section 2.3. The clusters show a general
trend of around 10 per cent of red sequence galaxies exhibiting
signs of RSF in most clusters. Due to the extensive exposure in the
MIS for Abell 2055, the fractions of UV-bright galaxies increase.
This makes the fraction in line with the accepted values of RSF
(30 per cent, Kaviraj et al. 2007). Comparisons between regular (R)
and irregular (I) clusters determined by Pimbblet et al. (2002), and
the relevant fractions of RSF, are included in Table 3, showing a
little difference between clusters based on their cluster morphology.
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Figure 3. Top panel: K-corrected optical colour–magnitude diagrams for the selected red-sequence galaxies (black) down to a cut of R = −18. The red points
are non-red-sequence galaxies in the cluster area. Bottom panel: The UV relation shows a high scatter in detected GALEX elliptical galaxies, despite the hard
optical colour cut for the red sequence. The green dashed line shows the threshold for RSF from Kaviraj et al. (2007) and the brown dotted line shows thresholds
from Jeong et al. (2009). The red line gives the completeness of the all sky data from GALEX for our data limits. The red stars (passive elliptical galaxies) and
blue stars (UV-upturn galaxies) do not cross the threshold, whereas the post-starburst galaxies (pink crosses) show bluer NUV − R colours.
Table 3. Fractions of UV-bright galaxies for each
cluster in the sample. Most of these galaxies contain
approximately 10 per cent RSF, aside Abell 2055.
While an NUV magnitude limit was imposed, the
high amount of MIS imaging for Abell 2055 has
increased the fraction of RSF, in line with previous
GALEX MIS studies.
Name Cluster type UV bright (per cent)
Abell 22 Regular 11 ± 2
Abell 1084 Irregular 9 ± 1
Abell 1650 Regular 9 ± 1
Abell 1664 Irregular 11 ± 1
Abell 2055 Regular 35 ± 2
4 E N V I RO N M E N TA L VA R I AT I O N
After quantifying the amount of UV-bright red sequence galaxies
within galaxy clusters, we make a combined sample from all five
clusters using a fixed clustercentric radial distance metric. Using
this combined sample, fractions of UV-bright galaxies are made as
a function of cluster radius as a proxy for environmental variation.
In addition to this, the UV-bright fraction as a function of 2D surface
density, using a 10th nearest neighbour metric in the LARCS R band,
is calculated. This approach is used to better isolate the local density
of a galaxy, instead of its large-scale density (Muldrew et al. 2012).
Figs 4 and 5 show galaxies binned by their respective environmental
metrics, and the fraction of galaxies with RSF taken for each bin
over 100 background trials. The figures show a combined tendency
for RSF to occur in the outer radii of a cluster, and in low-density
areas. Cluster cores, and high-density regions appear to have a
factor of 2 decrease in the RSF, compared to the higher radius
counterparts.
In Figs 4 and 5, we show a second trend (marked in red), which
is the threshold of Jeong et al. (2009), to compare the different
thresholds of NUV − R = 5.0. The trends show a small offset but
no significant change in trend. The most UV-bright objects prefer-
entially lie within the low-density/high-cluster-radius regions, re-
gardless of the threshold used. It is assumed that UV-bright galaxies
are generally found in low-density environments, irrespective of the
definition of threshold.
Fig. 4 shows the variation of RSF with projected cluster radius
and R30 scaled radius (top and bottom panels, respectively), while
Fig. 5 shows the surface density. There is a trend towards low-
density and high-cluster-radius galaxies being UV bright. Over the
density and radial ranges covered, a factor of 3 increase is seen in
the fraction of RSF galaxies for higher radius galaxies, and for lower
density galaxies. This suggests that galaxies with RSF are likely to
be found on the edges of the cluster, and have not evolved for long
times within the cluster itself. Fig. 6 shows the positions of the UV
strong galaxies on a 2D sky projection. The UV-bright galaxies are
seen to be away from the general cluster core, as opposed to the
majority of red sequence galaxies.
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Figure 4. Top panel: fractions of UV-bright galaxies for different cluster
radius bins. The uncertainties are derived from the statistical background
correction used, described in Section 2.2. The colours represent a compari-
son of two different threshold points from Kaviraj et al. (2007; at 5.4, black
points) and Jeong et al. (2009; at 5.0, red crosses), showing a similar trend
regardless of choice. The red crosses are offset from the original black points
by an arbitrary amount for clarity. All of the bins contain equal members.
Bottom panel: fractions of UV-bright galaxies as a function of R30, using
the threshold from Kaviraj et al. (2007). As a surface approximation, both
the spatial radius and R30 radii show a dip in galaxies with RSF towards the
cluster core.
Figure 5. Fractions of RSF for surface density binned data, with uncertain-
ties from the statistical background correction. The colours represent two
different threshold points (5.4, black points; 5.0, red crosses), showing a
similar trend regardless of choice. The red crosses are offset from the orig-
inal black points by an arbitrary amount for clarity. High surface densities
show a deficiency of UV-bright galaxies, compared to less dense regions.
Figure 6. Uncorrected galaxy locations in Abell 1650 with red sequence
(red), UV-bright (black) and other galaxies (blue) displayed as a 2D pro-
jection on the sky. The UV-bright galaxies generally reside away from the
cluster centres, in low-density regions, despite the numbers of passive red-
sequence galaxies in the core regions.
5 M O R P H O L O G Y
To better constrain the properties of these UV-bright galaxies, we
analyse the morphologies of the red sequence galaxies in the sample.
We take two clusters (Abell 2055 and Abell 1650) that overlap the
area from SDSS (York et al. 2000). With this subsample, we are
able to use a variety of different morphological analysis techniques
to determine the physical nature of UV-bright galaxies and their
structural properties.
Using the PhotoObjAll SDSS data set, we find all sources corre-
sponding to that of the LARCS red sequence galaxies in both Abell
2055 and Abell 1650, taking the fracDeV parameters from the r and
i bands. The fracDeV parameter is a comparative measurement of
the surface brightness of a galaxy. A fracDeV of 1 corresponds to
a de Vaucouleurs profile, a value of 0 is a pure exponential, with
intermediate values a combination of both (see also Masters et al.
2010). Previous studies have used the fracDeV parameter to isolate
galaxies, generally believed to be fracDeV > 0.95 (e.g. Kaviraj
et al. 2007). However, in this study, we can analyse the change in
the fracDeV parameter for our red sequence selected galaxy UV
properties. Fig. 7 shows the fraction of UV-bright galaxies as a
function of fracDeV, in all of g and r bands. In this figure, the galax-
ies in the higher fracDeV bins have lower fractions of UV-bright
galaxies. The UV-bright galaxies therefore appear to be more dom-
inant for galaxies suited to a disc profile, rather than the classical
de Vaucouleurs profile.
In addition to this, several other photometric parameters from
the LARCS data set are used on the SDSS sample. The central
concentration of each galaxy, calculated from the LARCS imaging
the R band, and the ratio of semi-minor to semi-major axis are
also tested for links to UV-bright galaxies. Figs 8 and 9 both show
the UV-bright fraction as a function of concentration and ratio of
semi-minor to semi-major axis. The former figure matches that of
Fig. 7, with galaxies having a high concentration containing less-
UV-bright members, compared to the less centrally concentrated,
similar to the results from the fracDeV analysis. The axial ratio plot
shows an insignificant trend, with no strong preference to edge-
on galaxies. The trend from this SDSS sample suggests that UV-
bright galaxies are less concentrated disc galaxies, compared to the
archetypal early-type galaxies.
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Figure 7. Fraction of UV-bright galaxies for different SDSS fracDeV R
(red crosses) and I (black points) bins. The higher fracDeV galaxies, which
assume to have a de Vaucouleurs profile, have less-UV-bright members
compared to the more disc dominated red sequence galaxies.
Figure 8. Fraction of UV-bright galaxies for different concentrations cal-
culated from IRAF. The UV-bright galaxies appear to be, on average, less
prominent in high-concentration systems compared to more discy profiles.
Figure 9. UV-bright fractions for different axial ratios taken from the SDSS
sample. Axial ratios calculated as A = semi-minor/semi-major using the
IRAF command on the LARCS images. The axial ratio appears to have little
effect on the UV-bright galaxies, suggesting the galaxies are in fact not
predominantly edge-on spirals.
Figure 10. Top panel: Fraction of UV-bright galaxies for binned percentage
votes of a galaxy being elliptical from the Galaxy Zoo project. Few UV-
bright galaxies appear to be assigned as elliptical, and instead denoted as
spiral (bottom panel).
To further classify the morphologies within our SDSS sample, we
create a sample of red sequence galaxies that overlapped galaxies
morphologically classified from Galaxy Zoo.1 In brief, the Galaxy
Zoo project is an online project that encourages the general public
to vote on the morphological properties of galaxies, and creates
probabilities, given the relative number of votes (Lintott et al. 2011).
Our sample contains only ∼130 of the galaxies from the original
SDSS sample, a fraction of roughly 20 per cent. This decreases the
robustness of the statistical correction, given the fewer numbers in
each bin.
Fig. 10 (top panel) shows the fraction of UV-bright galaxies, for
increasing percentage of votes for a galaxy to be ‘elliptical’. We
see that the fraction of galaxies with high UV decreases with the
percentage assigned to the galaxy being a classical elliptical. Simi-
larly, Fig. 10 (bottom panel) shows that the UV-bright galaxies are
more likely to be classified spirals. This is consistent with the larger
sample of SDSS galaxies, indicating the UV-bright galaxies are in
fact optically red disc galaxies. The chances of edge-on galaxies are
also tested with Galaxy Zoo, using the P(edge-on) statistic. Fig. 11
seems to show a difference in the amount of edge-on galaxies from
the SDSS sample, with a weak (<1σ ) trend towards UV galax-
ies being generally edge-on. However, all bins contain a median
value <0.5. The mean of the sample is also low, being 0.2 ± 0.2.
1 www.galaxyzoo.org
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Figure 11. UV-bright fractions for varied edge-on probabilities from
Galaxy Zoo. While there seems to be a trend with a galaxy being edge-
on, it is generally still low, with the mean P (edge-on) = 0.196, and few
members above P(0.5).
While there is an apparent trend, the chance that these galaxies
are indeed edge-on is still not high from the Galaxy Zoo data.
6 D ISC U SSION
In this work, we have used NUV–optical colour–magnitude dia-
grams to detect the presence of RSF in red sequence galaxies. The
threshold of NUV − r = 5.4 is adopted, for comparison to other
studies (Kaviraj et al. 2007; Schawinski et al. 2007). This threshold
adopted is used to disregard NUV contributions from old stellar
populations, including low-metallicity horizontal branch stars, and
the UV upturn from extremely blue horizontal branch stars. Obser-
vations with integral field units should also be able to exclude these
galaxies as they will preferentially be slow rotators (Bureau et al.
2011). Our results show a trend for these UV-bright galaxies to pre-
fer cluster outskirts, with low-density environments and disc-like
profiles. Here we discuss the different scenarios that could cause
the blue UV colours of these red sequence galaxies, and the overall
implications of such a population.
6.1 Residual star formation, or red spirals?
This idea of RSF assumes these red sequence galaxies to be morpho-
logical early-type galaxies, with either a gas enhancement (Trager
et al. 2000) or interactions (Pierce et al. 2005; Kaviraj et al. 2007),
causing an extra burst of star formation in otherwise red-and-dead
galaxies. The results from Galaxy Zoo and the SDSS morpholog-
ical analysis of these red sequence galaxies show that UV-bright
galaxies may not be classical ellipticals as previously expected. The
low-concentration, disc-dominated light curve, and enhanced per-
centage of being spiral, makes these UV-bright galaxies seem more
like late-type galaxies. This is despite the optical colours of these
objects suggesting they are red sequence ellipticals. These galaxies,
despite their passive optical colours, show signs of being spiral in
morphology, with a small amount of star formation present in the
cluster outskirts (see Bamford et al. 2009; Skibba et al. 2009).
These galaxies do not seem to be edge-on spirals that are dust
obscured. While the NUV is very sensitive to dust extinction, knots
of star formation in the outer disc of a dust-obscured spiral could
produce this signal, a blue NUV colour. The axial ratios of our sam-
ple, however, show no trend towards UV-bright galaxies preferring
uneven semi-major and semi-minor axes. This is backed up in the
Galaxy Zoo sample, with a mean P (edge-on) < 0.2. These galaxies
are therefore not preferentially edge-on, and while edge-on spirals
are present, they are not the dominant cause of these UV-bright
galaxies.
In addition to the lack of asymmetric axial ratios, we use the
Galaxy Zoo sample to investigate the fraction of UV-bright galax-
ies undergoing a merger. This is done using the P(merger) statis-
tic from Galaxy Zoo. For the entire red sequence, an upper limit
mean of P(merger) = 0.011 is found. This compares to a maxi-
mum P(merger) = 0.010 for the UV-bright sample – suggesting
they are not mergers. We find that five out of 131 galaxies have
P(merger) > 0.19, with only two being UV bright. While many
Galaxy Zoo members have voted for a candidate as a merger con-
servatively at this redshift, none of our UV-bright galaxies is at a
percentage of a clear merger of P(merger) > 0.4 (Darg et al. 2010).
We conclude that these galaxies are therefore not undergoing any
mergers, based on low percentage votes in Galaxy Zoo. Addition-
ally, these galaxies do not appear to be fast-rotating ellipticals. Our
galaxies are seen to prefer low-density environments, and have no
preference for an elongated axial ratio. By contrast, fast rotators
are elongated, and prefer higher density regions (Cappellari et al.
2011). We argue that these galaxies are more traditional disc-like
spirals, and not fast-rotator early-type galaxies.
This greatly differs from past results, including those of Pierce
et al. (2005) and of Kaviraj et al. (2011). These works detailed
how merging systems can create a low level of young stars in
an older galaxy. Specifically, Kaviraj et al. (2011) demonstrated a
link between early-type galaxies with disturbed features and high
UV flux. Whilst we have seen a small population of recently star
forming elliptical galaxies (cf. Yi et al. 2005; Salim et al. 2012),
the majority of our UV-bright sample is dominated by red spiral
galaxies. This difference in the present work is probably due to
the sample selection, where Kaviraj et al. (2011) explicitly selected
bulge-like light curves, whereas this sample only used a colour
selection for a red sequence. We do not consider these results to
be in contradiction; it is simply the case that a different sample
has been employed. Where we have only assumed passive optical
colours as a basis for our red sequence, many other works have pre-
selected galaxies based on their morphology (e.g. Yi et al. 2005;
Kaviraj et al. 2007; Schawinski et al. 2007; Kaviraj et al. 2011),
leading to differences in observed results. While it is possible that
the morphology criteria are not always accurate (Yi et al. 2005), our
UV-bright galaxies may represent a different transition state from
those presented in other works.
6.2 Mechanisms causing RSF
If these UV-bright spiral galaxies are indeed spirals, their red optical
colours may be a signature that these galaxies have had a past
truncation of star formation. The morphological and environmental
analysis in a cluster setting can help constrain the reason behind
these optically red spirals. While the effect of mergers has been
discounted, other cosmological effects, particularly from the parent
cluster, can be analysed with this sample.
The five clusters used in this sample all have similar fractions
of UV-bright galaxies, independent of cluster size and regularity.
In particular, the cluster Abell 1664, a highly irregular galaxy sug-
gested to be a cluster–cluster merger (Kleiner et al., in preparation),
does not show an enhanced amount in UV-bright galaxies. The ex-
ception to this can be seen in Abell 2055, with a factor of 3 higher
UV-bright sources. This is an anomalous, given it is of average
size, dynamically relaxed cluster compared to the rest of our sam-
ple (Pimbblet et al. 2006). This is best explained in the amount
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of sources detected by GALEX in this region. While the average
number of detected UV sources was around 40 000 to our limiting
magnitude, Abell 2055 contained twice as many UV detections,
after accounting for a limiting magnitude. We therefore argue that
the reason Abell 2055 contains an anomalous amount of UV-bright
objects is due to cosmic variance. It is apparent from the cluster-by-
cluster analysis that the morphology of the cluster, and the size of the
cluster, does not have significant bearing on the stellar populations
on the 1 Gyr time-scale.
A more common suppression of star formation in clusters is ram
pressure stripping. Ram pressure stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972)
is caused when galaxies infalling into a large cluster lose their gas
content, due to the hot intracluster medium it is moving within. This
effect, known to happen often in the cluster core (Quilis, Moore, &
Bower 2000), however, can explain decreases in the star formation
rate at over 2r200 (Bahe´ et al. 2013). This mechanism, while stripping
the gas content of a galaxy, can preserve the stellar structure (Gunn
& Gott 1972), and can cause the disc of the galaxy to thicken
(Farouki & Shapiro 1980; Smith et al. 2012). The general disc
nature, and bulge-to-disk ratio, does not change significantly over
larger time-scales (Smith et al. 2012; Tonnesen & Bryan 2012). This
allows the morphology for the galaxy to be preserved, while the gas
source for young stars is lost. Our environmental relations suggest
that the UV-bright galaxies are on the outskirts of the cluster. These
galaxies could present evidence of galaxies having experienced a
truncation around ∼1 Gyr ago, with the UV signal a relic, or last
breath, or star formation from a stripped spiral. The preserved spiral
morphology, radial and density relations, as well as the UV-bright
nature despite red optical colours, present this scenario as a more
likely candidate than the others provided.
The alternative explanation to this scenario suggests that these
spirals are large in mass, and therefore optically dominated by the
older stellar populations. The UV would be therefore picking up star
formation in spiral galaxies, but the optical colours are dominated
by the underlying older stars. This would represent galaxies with
a normal star formation rate, but with a large mass, would have a
lower specific star formation rate. The limitations of the GALEX
AIS survey prevent the use of absolute magnitudes as a proxy for
mass in this study, as the number of faint objects is intrinsically
underestimated. This is therefore left as a future endeavour. These
two scenarios are lacking in spectral information to both confirm the
three-space location of these galaxies compared to the cluster, and
accurate stellar masses. The use of spectral information would best
disentangle the star formation rates, and velocity measurements, to
determine their formation.
7 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have quantified the amount of RSF in large galaxy
clusters from the LARCS survey using GALEX NUV observations.
We have used statistical measurements to get a representative sam-
ple of galaxies, with minimal foreground contamination, and tested
the properties of UV-bright, red sequence galaxies in clusters. Our
findings presented are as follows:
(i) Red sequence galaxies with high UV seem to reside on cluster
outskirts, with a high radius and low density.
(ii) These galaxies appear to be generally less concentrated than
their passive red sequence counterparts.
(iii) Despite the passive optical colours, these galaxies appear
to generally be morphologically spiral, and not classical bulge-
dominated systems.
(iv) These systems do not generally appear to be elongated or
edge-on, and are not generally merging.
These findings have been compiled to constrain the mechanisms
possible for a UV-bright red sequence galaxy. The most likely sce-
nario is truncation of star formation to a gaseous disc galaxy through
stripping and heating of available gas, denying the formation of new
stars as the galaxies move into the cluster. The UV observed is due
to the last remaining gas in the galaxies forming stars, a last gasp
of star formation as it moves into the cluster centre. This transition
state will only exist for a short time, before these galaxies both
lose their last signals of star formation. Alternatively, these galaxies
may be high-mass spiral galaxies that are dominated by an older
stellar population, with normal star formation still occurring (i.e. a
normal star formation rate, but a low specific star formation rate). In
either sense, these disc galaxies demonstrate a shortcoming of the
optical colour–magnitude relation, but show the UV as a tracer for
low specific star formation rate galaxies. This can be used to isolate
red spiral galaxies with a predominant old stellar population base,
whether they be due to truncation or high mass.
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